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is to take place, and to press on them the benefit they
will receive by bathing at Benares on that occasion. On
their return they are accompanied by those whom they
have succeeded in persuading. Leaving the mythological'
for the scientific platform, we had better mention that rH
Hindu astronomers have-for ages been able to calculate
eclipses; and now they need not trouble themselves to
make calculations,, as European almanacks are in their
hands to give the requisite information.
For a few days previous to the eclipse of which I am
now to speak, the unusual number of strangers in the
city made it evident some great event was.about to occur.
From the morning of the appointed day the people
poured into the city in a constant stream. As evening
came on I made my way into the city on foot, but before
reaching its centre I found the streets so blocked that
I despaired of getting to the riverside. I retraced my
steps, and by a road skirting the city made my way to
Raj Ghat at the northern end. There I remained till
the eclipse commenced. Many were near, but they weie
few compared with the crowds pressing towards the chief
bathing places. When I arrived at Raj Ghat the con-
fused sound of a great multitude fell on my ear, but no
•'sooner did the eclipse begin than the thousands on the
river's brink andt crowded on the ghats, as with one
voice raised a shout so loud and prolonged, that I should
think it must have been heard for miles. I was on a
high bank of the river, and could see distinctly the people
below rushing into the stream. I could not but think
of what must be occurring where the crowd was so dense
jthat individual motion was well-nigh impossible. It was
reported next morning that three or four hundred persons
hacl been trampled to death or drowned in the rush to

